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—Hello everyone,— the professor said as he entered the door, —my name is Gabriel Black.—

The class, which had been talking so quietly until then, suddenly fell silent, partly due to surprise 
and partly because no one had warned them that a new teacher was coming.

“As I was saying…I'll take care of this class and maybe a few more until I'm told otherwise,” he 
went on. —Imagination,— he said. Curious word, amongst. It may have to do with your fantasies 
too, depending on where you are.

The students this time were more than perplexed.

—Does anyone know what we're doing here? Gabriel asked to finish it off.

—You, young ma’am,— he said, pointing to a girl in the second row.

—Absolutely no idea,— she felt compelled to reply with shiness.

—Ideas. Well. Not a bad start. Does anyone here know what an idea is?

—No? It’s OK, he said after a few moments. Well, since that's probably aiming too high for now, 
let's just think about how to come up with a good idea, shall we?

—Like in a brainstorm?— a young man asked from his desk.

—Something better, I call it Blackstorming.

—And what is that? And how it works?

—At its time,— Professor Black said as he faced the classroom blackboard. For now I want you to 
look for a problem that can be solved, don't think about it too much, a simple one will do.

—A puzzle,— another girl said, to which the class chuckled.

—Perfect,— said Gabriel, as he drew a vertical line with chalk that divided the blackboard in two, 
making some noise on the spot, to which the class fell silent.

»Now, I want you to imagine a puzzle, the one that annoys you the most, and I want you to give me 
the worst ideas that a person could come up with to solve it. The worse the better, you know.

—Start in the middle,— one student said after raising his hand.

—Pretty bad, I like it, let's continue,— said the teacher and wrote it down on the blackboard.

—Throw the box away,— said another.

—Good. —And he wrote it down.
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—Losing a piece. Or several —another continued. 

Same thing happened

—Giving up on it. —Gabriel wrote it down again.

When Gabriel saw that no one else raised their hand, he went to the divided blackboard, in which 
the —bad— ideas of his students were on the left side of him.

He began to write on the right side of the blackboard, from top to bottom:

—Start at the corners.

—Do not lose the reference—

—Be meticulous.

And “fight against adversity”. He turned around and looked at the class:

»Think about it, if I had asked you for good ideas, maybe some good ones would have come out. 
But people, for whatever reason, are more creative when it comes to destroying, which does not 
prevent us from transforming destruction into creation.
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